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Manod Mawr Walk—14 June—led by JK (Photos Bob Birch)
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LIVERPOOL, SEPTEMBER 27TH 2014—JK—photos by Norman Evans
Starting at Hooton Station, the
trains run every 15 minutes, and
the return fare is £4-10. Some
had paid another 80p to include
the ferry ticket, more of which
later. Alighting at James Street, it
was a short walk to the Pier
Head, and its magnificent buildings. One of them was reflected
in this huge wall of black glass
from the new block alongside. It
must have been an almost impossible job to decide on how best to
complement the Liver and its sister buildings, but this one at least
serves some purpose! Passing the
new Liverpool Museum, and a
quick tour of the Albert Dock, we
set off on the two miles or so of
river front, past marinas and a multitude of apartments and warehouses. It is surprising how low-rise the
buildings are, on the whole of this walk there is a sense of openness and space. On reaching the circular
Indian restaurant we turned away up the Dockers’ Steps, looking down on splendid new apartments and
fountains. Up through some terraced streets and the site of the Festival Gardens, we came to a signpost to “St Michael’s Station”. We felt more at home in these woods, and a comfort stop was most welcome! There aren’t many of those on this walk! We soon arrived at the lovely little church of St Michael’s Hamlet. This has a cast iron frame, so as the population grew, they could bolt on an extension.
Very clever! As we approached the church, up rolled a ....Rolls Royce complete with bride and anxious
father. Seeing us all gawping, he was good enough to come over and say we were welcome to stand at
the back and watch, so long as we kept quiet! As this was a tall order as well as an intrusion, we continued to our main objective, Sefton
Park. Crossing the large stepping
stones between the ducks and the
Boating Lake, we approached the
Palm House from the rear. More
wedding activity prevented us
from visiting this impressive glass
dome, boxes of champagne were
visible inside. For the same one,
who knows? The picnic tables
outside were just the place for
lunch. As we sat there, an endless
stream of youngsters in their
white outfits slowly ran past, there
is always something going on in
the huge expanse of the park. We
could hear a pipe band and drums
in the distance, but I was advised
not to go that way as paint s
prayers were at large.
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Liverpool, continued..
We retraced our steps and rejoined the route, to find even
more runners, and just in time to
see a huge plume of paint being
released, covering them from
head to foot with an iridescent
sheen.
After a quick stop at the cafe and
toilets, we left the park into Lark
Lane, an old tram terminus from
the city, and a most interesting
place, with its shops, cafes, and
bars. “Cosmopolitan”, said
George, which I think sums it up.
Turning off down a leafy street
lined with large detached villas in varying states of repair, across a road, and we were in the next green
oasis, Princes Park. Round the perimeter and we found a large ,black post, denoting the Trans Pennine
Trail, which takes an almost straight and level route past the cathedrals. We were now in Toxteth, once
the scene of serious riots, but very peaceful now.
I decided to make an unscheduled visit to the Anglican cathedral. After getting a bit lost in the grounds,
we made our way down into this ravine, or trench, cut out of the rock. There is a vertical wall of red
sandstone on one side, and the huge bulk of the cathedral looming above on the other. This is not one of
my favourite buildings, it is simply too big. The interior is quite unnecessarily vast, intimidating more than
intimate. Maybe that is the intention. Even so, you have to be impressed by its situation, isolated on its
rocky plinth. The path is lined with gravestones to sea captains, and other local dignitaries. You could
spend a lot of time inspecting them. We emerged from a rocky tunnel just below the main entrance, and
through a series of cobbled streets and pubs, one of them called “Pilgrims”. What history is behind that
name, I wonder?
We then arrived at our final objective, the concrete edifice that is the Roman Catholic Cathedral. It is obvious why the locals call it “Paddy’s Wigwam”. Up a massive flight of stairs and into the foyer, the Information Boards here are a must read. The history of its construction are quite fascinating. The Liverpool
Workhouse used to be on this site, home to 4,000 people, the picture of it is amazing. It was intended to
be the third largest church in the world, but after building the huge underground crypt, financial crises and
world war led to it being drastically scaled down, to the size it is today.
The most interesting board is entitled “A Litany of woe”. The unusual design caused structural problems
and water leaks; there is a photo of the priest up on the roof papering over the cracks with duct tape,
Incredible”. The situation was so bad, they even thought of pulling it down and starting again. Eight million pounds or so later, the building was repaired, but it still costs a fortune to maintain.
I think this cathedral is much more intimate and pleasing, with its circular plan and side chapels, and the
lantern tower high above, containing, allegedly, the largest stained glass window in the world.
There simply isn’t time to see everything on this walk, so we soon had to re-group and head down into
the bustling city centre. As I said earlier, some had bought ferry tickets, so we carried on past the station
to the Pier Head, only to see the boat just leaving. The ferry does not go straight across the river, but
takes you on a 40 minute cruise, leaving Liverpool on the hour. If you want your visit to include this,
make sure of the ferry times. As the next was at 5:00, almost an hour away, we returned to James Street.
In a couple of minutes we were on our way back to Hooton, after a most interesting and enjoyable day.
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Forest of Dean weekend away, September 2014 (Chris Grier)
In late September 2014, a party of 38 ramblers headed to the Forest of Dean for the VC’s annual
weekend away. This proved to be a first in several senses – the first time we have visited the area, the
first time we have stayed in a golfing hotel (and the first time the hotel has had a booking from a group of
ramblers) and it was the first time we have had a cross-border weekend away.
On the Friday we met up in the car park of Goodrich Castle for the traditional loosener. This took us
onto Coppet Hill with its fine view of the Wye Valley before returning beside the river to the castle’s café
for afternoon tea including a large number of scones baked especially for us.

Saturday dawned fair with two walks from the hotel on offer. Julie led the shorter walk into the main part
of the forest taking in aspects of its industrial archaeology, old railways and the site of a Dr Who film set
from the 1960s as well as the lovely Cannop Ponds. Chris led the longer walk which visited the Kymin
monument above Monmouth as well as the imposing outcrop of Symonds Yat. The views from the latter
were glorious and we were rewarded for our efforts by a fine teashop and the sight of a group of Morris
dancers on the summit, albeit off duty ones.
Sunday’s walks took us across the border into Wales for a visit to Chepstow. Julie’s party took the bus to
Tintern with its picturesque abbey before returning to Chepstow along the southern section of Offa’s
Dyke Path and the extraordinary Devil’s Pulpit. Chris led the longer walk from Chepstow to Tintern on
the Wye Valley Way before returning to Chepstow also along Offa’s Dyke. As a new departure, we offered a third walk which was led by Jan and Dave who returned to Goodrich to lead a walk along the
river with the now obligatory visit to the castle’s teashop. As well as views and railway remnants, they
were thrilled to see a herd of deer close to the river.
Monday was our final day and local walkers Sue and Robin Warren provided us with a choice of excellent
walks from the forestry centre at Beechenhurst Lodge. Both walks visited the local forest’s sculpture trail
with each item reflecting an aspect of forest life and its historical uses. The sculptures have become
especially interesting as they have grown into the landscape with the passage of time.
We rounded off the weekend outside the lodge’s teashop where we celebrated the late summer sunshine
with a lovely cuppa or two. While most returned home, many of our party stayed on for a few extra days
to enjoy the area at their leisure. The weather was kind all weekend and the hotel was extremely good.
I’ve no doubt that the VC will return again before too long.
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Stepping Stones Walks
“Stepping Stones” as the name suggests is a good way of trying a not too difficult walk for newcomers.
Also for those who have had a break from walking for one reason or another. Linda and I share the duties
of leading with Chris. We walk on a
Tuesday once a month. We try to
keep the distance to about 5 miles.
Mostly the walks are in an area
around the Vale of Clwyd. A long
journey wouldn’t be viable for the distance. Many of the regular ramblers
attend the walks enjoying a midweek
walk that’s not too taxing with time
for a chat. There is always a coffee
stop en route, as by lunchtime we are
back at the meeting point.
To anyone who has thought about
leading, give it a try. Linda and I had
been walking for some years before
we took the plunge into leading and
are very much enjoying it, especially
when we get thanked at the end by
happy smiling ramblers. Daphne.
(Above) - Caerwys Stepping Stones

Photowalks—(Yve)

Read my article in the North Wales Newsletter 
NEW ARRIVALS
Congratulation to Chris &
Julie Grier on the safe arrival
of their grand daughter Anya
& also to Janet Hinton on the
birth of her grandson Harri.
Both babies are the first
grandchild for both families.
All best wishes from fellow
members of VC.
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Coach Ramble to the Gritstone Trail – Saturday October 11th 2014
On a beautiful sunny (and warm) day, a mixed group of Vale of Clwyd and other walkers tackled sections
of the Gritstone Trail on the western fringes of the Peak District, a trail of 35 miles running from Disley to
Kidsgrove. We walked the section between Bosley and Bollington which gives fine views of the Cheshire
Plains and the North Walian mountains.
The group split into two with the hardier fitter walkers undertaking a strenuous linear of 12 miles from
Bosley, skirting Macclesfield Forest, passing19th century reservoirs which supplied power to local mills
and climbing several viewpoints including Tegg’s Nose and the Saddle of Kerridge with its famous monument White Nancy before descending to Bollington.
The second group went on a shorter & gentler linear of 8 miles from Walker Barn joining the longer walk
near Tegg’s Nose and continuing over the Saddle of Kerridge and White Nancy to Bollington.
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The Gritstone Trail..(photos by Yve)

VOLUNTEERS
This is an appeal
for support: we
need admin and
practical help e.g.
footpath work,
leading or coleading; the more
help we have, the
more we can
share tasks, the
lesser the load..
PLEASE HELP
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Sychnant Pass Evening Walk & Meal on 12 June —led by Val
HF Holidays will make
a donation to the
Ramblers for every
booking made by
Ramblers members.
Details of membership
must be given at time of
booking.
Did you know that
Ramblers members
enjoy a 15%
discretionary discount,
online and in store, from
Cotswold Outdoor?

(below) Llansannan on 19 June—led by Dave & Jan

Join us for our New Year Annual Dinner on 16 January
2015 at Rhuddlan Golf Club. Only £10.95 per person
for a 3-course meal. Hurry and send your completed
booking form (in your mailing) to Daphne before 5
January.
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